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Saturday, June 23. 2007



PSP-PDA: A set of PDA applications for PSP v1.3.1



Hi all, Here is a new release of PSP-PDA, the PDA applications for PSP. For those who haven't seen previous versions of this great peace of homebrew, PSP-PDA is a set of PDA programs including notepad, music player, image viewer, address book, calendar, calculator, and clock. It has been written by Rob_psp. It is distributed under GNU licence, and sources are provided. My contribution to this projet is MINOR, all credits should remain to Rob_psp ! What's new then in v1.3.1 ? - Improve IR-keyboard handler ! - Bug fix in theme chooser (but you need now to restart psp-pda to view the new theme) - Many bug fix in calendar - New theme designed by ** Vashts121 ** The IR keyboard part has been tested using a Targus Universal IR Wireless keyboard. How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file. Here is a binary version for firmware 1.5 : psppda-bin-v1.3.1-fw15.zip Here is the source code : psppda-src-v1.3.1.zip This should be my last contribution on this homebrew, Enjoy, Zx. If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it there : zx81's forum on dcemu network or zx81's forum on qj.net



Posted by zx-81 in PDA at 19:21 What shall I do if I have fw3.4 and I want to us PSP PDA ? Wija on Aug 24 2007, 06:56 Hi, You should first modify your psp and install a custom firmware (3.40-OE for example), and then you will be able to run homebrew on your PSP. For more informations about PSP downgrade / custom firmware, please have a look to dcemu.co.uk or pspupdates.qj.net forums. Cheers, Zx zx-81 on Aug 24 2007, 15:44 anyone got this to work with palm one wireless keyboard i can get it in and use it while in the program but i cant use it to type as id expect it, i cant press a and it wont print button a. anyone do i need to map out my keyboard? its under the ini file humber 20 so any suggestiong woulh help plz emialme at [email protected]
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Blog Export: ZX-81's web site, http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/ jared on Sep 19 2007, 20:40 said file is corrupted what do i do mr on Nov 29 2007, 20:20 What is your PSP version ? firmware version ? PSP-PDA works only with fw15 compatible on FAT PSP. I plan to release Slim version soon, Zx zx-81 on Dec 2 2007, 10:55 Yeah a psp slim version would be nice. ^^ Lasse on Dec 4 2007, 13:23 i got the psp pda program on my psp but it says thi game cant start shade on Dec 31 2007, 00:39 Does the latest version works on PSP-SLIM? as I've a message "the game could not be started 8002014c". tia Marek on Jan 14 2008, 21:46 You need a custom firmware with fw1.5 support to use this homebrew, Zx zx-81 on Jan 15 2008, 09:18 This version doesn't work for psp-slim, Zx zx-81 on Jan 15 2008, 09:19 Sweet!!! I miss PSP-PDA after selling my Fat PSP and upgrading to Slim PSP. I look forward to your 3.XX kernal version of PSP-PDA for the Slim Zx. Keep up the good work. Nomis Nomis on Jan 16 2008, 09:00 any ETA on that PSP PDA for the Slim? Bin@ryGh0st on Feb 5 2008, 04:12 I have downloaded the pda programs and my psp sayes they are corrupt. I supose your stuff does'n work w/system 3.7? why? Nigel. Nigel on Apr 12 2008, 03:43 is the new pda working on a 3.90 firmware, the last version is not working on the 3.90 firmware kulas on Apr 26 2008, 13:33 This version doesn't work with custom firmware 3.x, Zx zx-81 on Apr 26 2008, 13:41 Does this psp PDA app. work for firmware 5.0 M33-3? shami on Dec 6 2008, 01:22 Hi Shami, I use PSP PDA under CFW 5.0 M33-4, and it works pretty good. Its a cool feature for the PSP and I wont miss it. NOTE: You have to disable any other IR-Plugins (e.g. like IR-Shell or piKey) to run PSP PDA proberly. Otherwise the Notepad wont work with full Keyboard-text support in edit mode under the 1.3.2 release. I got some trouble till i discovered this. Anything else you`ll find in the readme. TIP If you generally want to avoid any trouble when testing new Software....disable all your PRX Plugins you wont need for the testrun. :o)
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Blog Export: ZX-81's web site, http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/ greetz benda PSP-Phat:CFW5.0 M33-4, pikey 0.5 benda hybrid, IR-Shell 4.7, PSP-PDA 1.3.2, Afkim, targus Keyboard p.S. THX zx81 to make another dream come true. PSP PDA !!! All i ever wnted.... benda on Jan 14 2009, 23:22 Hi Dude, Thanks for your comment and feedback, Zx zx-81 on Jan 15 2009, 09:05 HI GUYS, I use 5.0 m33 6 and I have tried install in every folder possibly but I still have info: The game coul not be started(80002014c) I put this files into psp/games, psp/game5xx, psp/games150 gruby102 on Feb 7 2009, 22:08 Try to install latest version in psp/game5XX folder http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/index.php?/categories/53-PDA Zx zx-81 on Feb 8 2009, 00:10 does this work with cfw 3.71 m33-2? cause ive tried downloading a few versions of the psp pda and they dont work. kobe on Jun 21 2009, 02:26 Hi, If you have a psp fat then you'd better try the fw15 version and put it in game150 folder. Zx zx-81 on Jun 21 2009, 11:31 I know this is kinda old but, found a bug in addressbook.cpp and fixed it. I know somewhat what i am doing but do not have my env setup and configured correctly. Nor do i have the codecs so, my makefile is gen all kinds of errors. So, i am not able to build it correctly just yet. I was wondering if i could get some assistance with building the new eboot ? You can grab the src files from http://dewcansam.dyndns.org/prj/psp-pda/src/ . I also tried to add a timer reset to the clock so check out the diffs for clock.cpp also. Anyway, thanks for any help. Chris on May 4 2010, 04:40 Hey I use cfw 5.50 gen-d2 on psp slim. Is there any other way to run this psp-pda on my psp? dork on Jul 21 2010, 23:59 Hi, Sorry this app works only with fw1.5 (or 1.5 addon for psp fat with 5.0-m33 installed) Regards, Zx zx-81 on Jul 22 2010, 20:22 i have 5.50 gen-d cfw. i download it and it has the pda icon when i turned my psp on. but when i tried to use it, a error popped up. i went to the recovery menu and pressed configuration - game folder hombrew and it says 5.xx kernel but still i couldn't use the pda hombrew.... zach on Dec 25 2010, 15:17 my cfw is 5.50 gen d .i've downloaded the pspda. when i turned on my psp the hombrew looked fine but when i tried to use it, a error pop up. i looked to the recovery menu and press configuration and theres a list. i looked to game folder hombrew and it was 5.xx kernel. but still i couldn't do anything...please help.. ahmad on Dec 25 2010, 15:29
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Aug 26, 2006 - Also my fingers weren't even near the start, L, or R, butttons. I hope u can fix it. It also happens frequently. also those spam-prevention image ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Mar 17, 2007 - This software is distributed under several open-source/free software licenses, and mainly the MIT/X Consortium License. See LICENSE.txt file ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Thanks, keep up the good work, I love your Emulators, looking forward to try this later this night. Chris23235 on Oct 24 2009, 22:49. Woohoo!!! trying it out now.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jan 23, 2007 - Add Aenea as the author of the first PSP port (i'm sorry for this mistake !) How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file. Sources are ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

May 18, 2006 - New Speed optimization. - Add screen resize menu (x1.25, x1.5, x2). - Add .img disk file support. - Add a file (run.txt) to specify association ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Nov 12, 2007 - released in 1989 by Miles Gordon Technology. For more information on the machine itself, including history and technical specification you can ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Wednesday, July 26. 2006. Portable VNC v1.2.2 ... DrNicket on Jul 27 2006, 06:16. I accidentally came ... Ody nOOb on Aug 31 2006, 10:52. Hello! Anyway idea ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Mar 11, 2011 - It's a sad day, i've just watched the news on TV and this tsunami that reached the Japan coast was a nightmare. All my condolence goes to the ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Apr 13, 2007 - Thanks to Wraggster and DCEmu's Staff, I'm pleased to announced you that i have got a new web site on DCEmu network, with a new design ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Oct 12, 2008 - It permits to edit even huge text file, in both dos and unix mode, ... http://speedkiller.site90.com/index.php?p=1_10_Deutsches-PSPWRITE.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Aug 22, 2009 - This version of PSPMSX supports IRDA-Joystick box designed by my good ... PCB and programmed the PIC micro-controller, while i was in ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Oct 22, 2009 - cant' notice any glitches, sometimes it doesn't work). Zx zx-81 on Oct 23 ... For example, the part of world 1 where you're on the giant dinosaur's ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Sep 28, 2008 - How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file. ... If i get it right, this hcd-converter was made to convert iso/wav into. "official's" psp-pce ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jan 23, 2008 - Can you add support for Windows 1251 (cp-1251) codepage?? ... so if anyone is having problems with the 1.5 version try the 3.x one instead.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jan 20, 2008 - Nice emulator - I followed the advice and laded my cas images in windows, then saved a sna file after the games had loaded. Time Bandit and ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Sunday, November 18. 2007. GP2X-GNU Chess: Chess game for GP2X v1.0.1. Hi All,. GNU Chess is command line Chess program running on many differents ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Jul 30, 2006 - zx-81 on Jul 31 2006, 13:15. Awesome job with all of the hard work you've done with the VBA emulator! I have a couple of questions though:.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Blog Export: ZX-81's web site, http://zx81.zx81.free.fr/serendipity/. Sunday .... I guess I'll try to completely remove it and re-download and re-install it, and if that doesn't work I'll just have to .... Upload uncompressed format on torrent? Would
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Monday, March 17. 2008. PSPTI99 : A TI-99/4 Emulator for PSP v1.0.3 ... zx-81 on Mar 25 2008, 08:33 ahh thank you for the information! Happy user on Mar 25 ...
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

Oct 10, 2007 - (might be useful to translate menus in german, french ...) - Bug fix in the file requester. How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.
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jk rowling on Sep 18 2006, 21:04. Excellent work - Mazogs on the move - fantastic! sgoll on Sep 27 2006, 00:56. Thanks for your comment,. Take care, Zx.
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GBA's lack of a backlight) could be darkened back down. the screenshot you used here is a good example of a washed out game. WACOMalt on Jul 12 2006, ...
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Sep 17, 2007 - (might be useful to translate psp2600 menus in german, french ...) - Bug fix in file requester. How to use it ? Everything is in the README.txt file.
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This entry - ZX-81's web site 

why do you not bought a casio fx-cg10 by 99$ and port for it a emu? prizm on Oct 4 2012, 21:55. Hi, ... less than 80$. Cheers, Zx zx-81 on Oct 4 2012, 23:18.
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